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QUESTION 1

Identify the sequence of Oracle Management Cloud components involved while processing a sales order. 

A. External Source Systems, Order Entry, Orchestration, External Interface Layer, Task Layer Services 

B. External Source Systems, Internal Systems, Orchestration, Task Layer Services, External Interface Layer Internal
Systems 

C. External Source Systems, Order Entry, Orchestration, Task Layer Services, External Interface Layer 

D. Order Entry, Orchestration, Task Layer Services, External Interface Layer 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

A company manufactures and ships industrial water filters from its only factory unit in India. Which four types of lead
time can the company use to create promising rules in lead-time promising mode? (Choose four.) 

A. User-defined lead time 

B. Cumulative manufacturing lead time 

C. Cumulative total lead time 

D. Transit lead time 

E. Supplier lead time 

F. Total lead time 

G. Processing lead time 

Correct Answer: ABCF 

Reference: https://docs.oracle.com/en/cloud/saas/supply-chain-management/19a/fascp/manage-order-promising-
rules.html#FASCP190544 

 

QUESTION 3

You want to decrease the implementation time for Order Management by using the Quick Start feature. Select the
accurate list of four areas that you can configure by using the Quick Start feature. 

A. Objects in receiving, objects in advanced fulfillment, default pick release attributes for the shipping parameters of
inventory facilities, and orchestration process for shipping and returning an order 

B. Default general shipping parameters, objects in order management parameters, default pick release attributes for the
shipping parameters of inventory facilities, and orchestration process for shipping and returning an order 

C. Default general shipping parameters, objects in order management parameters, objects in advanced fulfillment, and
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orchestration process for shipping and returning an order 

D. Objects in advanced fulfillment, default pick release attributes for the shipping parameters of inventory facilities,
objects in receiving, objects in order management parameters 

E. Default general shipping parameters, objects in receiving, default pick release attributes for the shipping parameters
of inventory facilities, and orchestration process for shipping and returning an order 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

Your company wants to notify the external system when there is a high possibility that an order is going to be delayed.
Which four steps are required to invoke the external system connector to notify that an order is going to be delayed?
(Choose four.) 

A. Set up the lead time for the orchestration steps in the orchestration process definition. 

B. Set up the Use Defined Lead time in the Available To Promise Rule. 

C. Register the web service connector. 

D. Set up the Jeopardy threshold for the orchestration process task. 

E. Create a routing rule for the orchestration process task. 

F. Enable a business event trigger point for Jeopardy and associate the connector. 

Correct Answer: ADEF 

 

QUESTION 5

Identify two valid use cases where a process assignment rule is defined to assign an orchestration process. (Choose
two.) 

A. When you require one orchestration process for one fulfillment line 

B. When you require multiple orchestration processes for one fulfillment line 

C. When you require one orchestration process for multiple fulfillment lines 

D. When you require one orchestration process for sales order lines 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 6

Identify the task that the seeded Warehouse Operator role can perform. 

A. Process and confirm outbound shipments 
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B. Generate pick slips for picking material for outbound material movement 

C. Generate outbound shipping documentation 

D. Search for a pick slip and confirm it 

E. Monitor and release sales orders for picking in the warehouse 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 7

Your company wants to define different status conditions for fulfillment lines that have different categories assigned to a
single orchestration process in Order Management Cloud. Which two configurations would you perform to meet this
requirement? (Choose two.) 

A. Define a fulfillment line status rule set for each category. 

B. Define orchestration process status values for each category. 

C. Assign the status catalog to the orchestration process. 

D. Create a unique step for each category and assign different "next expected task statuses". 

Correct Answer: BC 

Reference: https://docs.oracle.com/cloud/farel8/scmcs_gs/FAOFO/F1191897AN12E0B.htm 

 

QUESTION 8

A global Power Systems manufacturer sells Uninterrupted Power Supply (UPS) products through its online portal. To
gain competitive advantage, the manufacturer wants to enhance the ability of buyers to select a desired configuration of
the 

high-end UPS models through guided selling options on its online selling portal. The company\\'s product development
team has finalized the enhancements and needs your help to get them implemented on their online selling portal that is 

supported by Oracle Cloud Configurator. (Choose four.) 

What four actions would you take in Oracle Cloud Configurator to enhance a buyer\\'s experience? 

A. You can display product reviews of customers who have purchased the same configuration earlier. 

B. You can create rules that will guide users in creating a valid model. 

C. You can allow buyers to raise requests if an expected product functionality is not offered. 

D. You can test the behavior of the configured model anytime when you are editing it. 

E. You can create enhancements to the model structure that supplements the imported configurable structure of a
model item. 

F. You can enable a checkout option for a model when a valid configuration is finalized. 
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G. You can create user interfaces that will be dynamically presented to users based on the options chosen in the
Configurator model. 

Correct Answer: BEDG 

 

QUESTION 9

Your customer is concerned about not having access to schedule orders and check availability when the Global Order
Promising server is down. Which two statements are true? (Choose two.) 

A. Affected orders cannot be rescheduled based on supply chain availability search after server recovery. 

B. Global Order Promising cannot continue promising orders, but the server or backup server is usually restarted
quickly. 

C. Global Order Promising continues promising orders based on supply chain availability search until the server or
backup server can be restarted. 

D. Affected orders can be rescheduled based on supply chain availability search after server recovery. 

E. Global Order Promising continues promising orders based on lead-time availability until the server or backup server
can be restarted. 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 10

How can split fulfillment lines in Order Management be managed independently? 

A. Split fulfillment lines can be managed independently because they are often being shipped from different
warehouses. 

B. Split fulfillment lines can be managed with an orchestration process instance that has been created for them. 

C. Split fulfillment lines cannot be managed independently. 

D. Split fulfillment lines can be managed dependently because they have different attributes. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 11

Which Oracle Transactional Business Intelligence subject area should you use to build an online custom report that
shows the number of orchestration orders for a selected orchestration process status? 

A. Distributed Order Orchestration- Order Lines Real Time 

B. Distributed Order Orchestration- Process Instances Real Time 

C. Distributed Order Orchestration- Process Instances 
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D. Distributed Order Orchestration- Fulfillment Lines Real Time 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 12

What are the three future types of supply planned orders that GOP can consider? (Choose three.) 

A. Buy Planned Orders 

B. Scrap Planned Orders 

C. Rework Planned Orders 

D. Make Planned Order 

E. Transfer Planned Orders 

Correct Answer: ADE 

Reference: https://docs.oracle.com/en/cloud/saas/supply-chain-management/r13-update18a/fascp/promise-orders-and-
manage-order-promising-demands.html#FASCP2340549 
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